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Abstract: Additive manufacturing (AM), particularly electron beam melting (EBM), is becoming
increasingly common in the medical industry because of its remarkable benefits. The application
of personalized titanium alloy implants produced using EBM has received considerable attention
in recent times due to their simplicity and efficacy. However, these tailored implants are not cost-
effective, placing a tremendous strain on the patient. The use of additional materials as support
during the manufacturing process is one of the key causes of its high cost. A lot of research has
been done to lessen the use of supports through various types of support designs. There is indeed a
noticeable paucity of studies in the literature that have examined customized implants produced
without or minimal supports. This research, therefore, reports on the investigation of cranial implants
fabricated with and without supports. The two personalized implants are evaluated in terms of
their cost, fabrication time, and accuracy. The study showed impressive results for cranial implants
manufactured without supports that cost 39% less than the implants with supports. Similarly, the
implant’s (without supports) build time was 18% less than its equivalent with supports. The two
implants also demonstrated similar fitting accuracy with 0.2613 mm error in the instance of implant
built without supports and 0.2544 mm for the implant with supports. The results indicate that cranial
implants can be produced without EBM supports, which can minimize both production time and
cost substantially. However, the manufacture of other complex implants without supports needs
further study. The future study also requires a detailed review of the mechanical and structural
characteristics of cranial implants built without supports.

Keywords: electron beam melting; customized implant; cost analysis; fitting accuracy; cranial recon-
struction

1. Introduction

Craniofacial skeleton injuries that are often induced from tumor, trauma, and external
neurosurgical decompression mandate appropriate restoration measures. The purpose
of cranial restoration is to provide cerebral protection, preserve esthetics, and relieve
neurological symptoms [1]. The performance of cranial or any reconstruction implant relies
on the defect’s preoperative assessment, the design of the implant, manufacturing approach,
and eventually the surgeon’s skills and execution. Earlier studies in cranial reconstruction
addressed the utilization of computer-aided cranial implant design, although without
the usage of medical modeling software and state-of-the-art Additive Manufacturing
(AM) technology, resulting in a great deal of manual activities [2,3]. Injection molding [4],
extrusion [5], and casting [6] are among the conventional techniques for the fabrication
of cranial reconstruction, but they are time-consuming as well as expensive in terms of
accuracy and precision.

With the advent of AM techniques in the medical sector and surgical performance
over the last decade, greater focus has been given to the manufacture of personalized
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implants. AM allows direct digital manufacturing of patient-specific models with high
precision and productivity in surgical preparation for different biomedical applications.
AM also known as three-dimensional (3D) printing, is a processing technique capable of
manufacturing complex 3D components by incorporating material layers, beginning with
a digital computer-aided design (CAD) model [7]. Metals, polymers, ceramics, composites,
and various other materials can be processed using AM technologies. Amongst several
metallic biomaterials used in AM, including stainless steel, cobalt-chromium, and titanium
alloys. Ti6Al4V ELI (extra-low interstitial) offers enhanced corrosion resistance, high
specific strength and young’s modulus closer to the bone. Ti6AL4V ELI has a range of
advantages over pure titanium (commercial titanium), including greater strength and
resistance to fatigue [8]. In addition, Ti6Al4V ELI though being a paramagnetic metal,
its magnetic susceptibilities is much lower than that of other biocompatible metals, thus
decreasing the influence of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and avoiding the hindrance
in the diagnosis under MRI.

The integration of clinical imaging, CAD software, and AM has contributed to sub-
stantial improvements in surgical and biomedical applications. Electron beam melting
(EBM) technology is the primary option for the manufacture of titanium surgical implants
among the many AM technologies. EBM has been approved by the FDA (Food and Drug
Administration) and Conformité Européene (CE) for the manufacture of medical implants
in America and Europe [9,10]. EBM produced Ti6Al4V ELI implants exhibits promising re-
sults in the fabrication of mandible, hip, orthopedic and cranial implants clinically [11–14].
EBM produces completely dense metallic components, touching 99.9 percent, compared to
other metallic AM technologies, which is excellent for biomedical implants [15].

However, the build parts need additional structures (supports) during the EBM
fabrication process to assist the overhang surfaces, decrease the geometric distortion and
to minimize the warping effect. The sintered powder covering the building component
can also act as support structures, thus reducing the cost and time during the construction
process. The usage of support structures is appropriate only if the optimum orientation is
unable to support the overhang surfaces.

The utilization of support structures in overhang surfaces created using EBM technol-
ogy was examined by Cheng and Chou [16]. Research suggests that supports increases
heat flow and restores thermal behavior as well as decrease overhang deformation [17].
They also serve as the heat dissipaters in high-temperature builds, as in the case of metal
based AM [18]. Support structures serve as anchors, assisting in the protection of the part’s
shape from delamination or deformation during the building process. The anchors are
scrapped once the construction is completed. A very thin layer (40–60 µm) is melted or
sintered by an electron or a laser beam in the powder bed fusion process according to the
specified geometry. During the solidification process, considerable thermal gradients and
internal stresses are produced, which contributes to distortions and delamination [19]. As
a consequence, temporary support material that serves as an anchor dissipates the heat
and provides structural resistance to distortions and sagging. The use of support structures
in the powder bed fusion process has a number of advantages, but it also has a number of
shortcomings [20]. Support removal is usually more difficult in metal-based AM than in
the case of polymer-based AM. As of now, there is no established automated procedure to
remove the anchors, and are usually detached by the manual procedure. The requirement
to produce and then eliminate the attachments leads to a substantial increase in material
consumption, costs, energy usage, and total production time.

The existence of support structures certainly presents serious challenges in addition to
increasing production time, unnecessary material use, post-processing time in the removal
of supports, as well as the danger and challenges of separating the supports without
compromising the building portion [21–23]. The presence of support structures has many
downsides. After fabrication, the removal of support structures also involves a considerable
amount of manual labor. The support structures result in additional expense and time in
the milling, cutting, and grinding of the supports [24]. In addition, various types of support
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generate different surface roughness, requiring post-processing. The support structures
are of no use once built, because they cannot be recycled when removed and lead to waste
materials, thus generating higher material costs [25]. Supports also incur additional energy
costs and time of production as well as they are often difficult to remove, particularly
for smaller, complicated, and complex geometries [26]. Another problem with support
structures is that they are less ideal and inactive relative to usable components. Parts with
support structures also influence the surface finish of the build, leaving a mark on the
surface after removal [27].

Preferably, the sintered powder serves as a support in the powder bed fusion process,
thereby discarding the use of external supports, but depending on the geometry, it is often
not enough to support the melted component. By default, the 3D printing software designs
the supports in most of the overhang areas. Therefore, reducing the use of unnecessary
support structures in overhang sections is extremely necessary. In polymer-based 3D
printing, several methods has been used to eliminate them, such as water solvable supports,
simple breakaway supports, but in the case of 3D metal printing, it presents a major
conundrum [16]. Instead of a continuous mode, Jhabvala et al. [28] reported a revolutionary
pulse laser method for the manufacture of support structures and stated that the fabricated
supports had similar mechanical properties and were much easier to remove. Similarly,
several researchers have studied cellular lattice structures with different support unit
cells and investigated their effects on their geometric properties [29,30]. The removal of
supports through a feasible orientation in lightweight builds had also been suggested
by few researchers [31,32]. Similarly, an experimental analysis involving optimal self-
supporting structures for overhang surfaces was proposed by Calignano [33]. It is of
significant relevance, based on literature research, to further study and minimizes the use
of support structures in AM wherever applicable. It is evident that a considerable amount
of work has been conducted to minimize the use of supports especially by employing
different kinds of support designs. Nevertheless, there is a notable lack of literature studies
investigating personalized implant build without or limited supports. Consequently, this
study focuses on the examination and comparison of cranial implants produced with and
without supports. The two personalized implants are evaluated in terms of their cost,
fabrication time, and accuracy. The fitting accuracy is assessed to ensure that there is no
major deformation in the implant manufactured in the absence of the supports. This is one
of the few works in the scientific literature, to the author’s knowledge, on the workflow for
implant fitting accuracy study and manufacturing of metallic AM cranial implants without
supports.

2. Methodology

The methodology adopted in this study as shown in Figure 1, consists of four major
steps: (1) The creation of an artificial defect in the clean skull, (2) the design of a personalized
cranial implant, (3) the manufacture of implants with and without supports, and (4) the
evaluation of the implants manufactured.

2.1. Creation of Artificial Defect

A clean skull model (Figure 2a) is imported into Materialise Mimics 18.0 (Materialise,
NV, Leuven, Belgium) in this study and an unnatural defect with a tumor presumption
is produced in the left skull region. Rather than the actual defect, the artificial defect is
used to prevent the hassle of obtaining permission from the patient to use their data in the
publication. Moreover, as a result of artificial defect, a reference model in the form of a
clean skull is available for accuracy assessment. The cutting operation is conducted to split
the clean skull (Figure 2a) into two halves (Figure 2b,c), and a region is marked on the left
side of the skull to ascertain the tumor outline (Figure 2d). Finally, a void (Figure 2e,f) is
generated on the left side of the skull that mimic the defective or affected region.
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Figure 1. Process flow of adopted methodology.

Figure 2. Workflow for the reconstruction of customized cranial implant.

2.2. Design of Customized Implant

The mirroring operation is performed based on the healthy right side of skull region.
For this purpose, the entire left affected region across the symmetric plane is removed as
depicted in Figure 2g. Subsequently, the mirroring operation is implemented to imitate the
right healthier side on the left side of the skull (Figure 2h,i). Then, the Boolean subtraction
operation is performed on the mirror and tumor assumed model in order to get the implant
template (Figure 2j,k). The outer region of the implant template is marked to get the implant
outline pattern (Figure 2l). An offset thickness of 1mm is provided on the pattern to create
the final implant design (Figure 2m). Finally, the implant design is evaluated through a
virtual fitting on the polymer model (Figure 2n) and fixing plates are designed onto the
outer ends of the implant to attain implant stability and implant–bone fixing (Figure 2o).
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2.3. Fabrication

Upon successful virtual fitting and rehearsal operation, the customized cranial implant
and the skull are manufactured using AM technologies. The skull (Figure 3b) is fabricated
using Acryl butadiene Styrene (ABS) material in Zortrax M200 Layer plastic deposition
printer (Zortrax, Olsztyn, Poland) (Figure 3a).

Figure 3. (a) Zortrax additive manufacturing (AM) machine with the fabricated (b) polymer skull.

To generate the support structures, the customized cranial implant design is imported
into Magics software (Materialise, NV, Leuven, Belgium). By default, based on the geometry,
the software itself generate self-supporting structures onto the overhang parts to prevent
deformation and to increase the heat dissipation as shown in the Figure 4.

Figure 4. Virtual simulation of customized cranial implant with default block support structures.

For the fabrication of customized titanium cranial implant one with supports and
one without supports, the sliced standard tessellation language (STL) file is loaded into
ARCAM EBM following the same orientation. The schematic diagram as illustrated in
Figure 5 demonstrates the fabrication process. The metal powder (Ti6Al4V ELI) is loaded
and a vacuum is created inside the close build chamber to ensure a clean and controlled
environment. The EBM powder layering system equally distributes the powder over the
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powder bed using rake. A powerful 6 KW of high energy electron beam heats and melts
the powder bed as per the geometry of the cranial implant. The focus and deflection coils
guide the electron beam onto the path for part accuracy. Throughout the build process,
the build temperature is kept high at approximately 1000 ◦C, thus resulting in avoiding
residual stresses. After completion of each layer, a new layer of fresh powder is raked over
the previous build layer, this process is repeated until the final build is obtained.

Figure 5. ARCAM’s electron beam melting (EBM) machine with schematic diagram illustrating the fabrication process.

Two customized cranial implants are fabricated using EBM, one with default support
structures (Figure 6d–f) and other without supports (Figure 6a–c). Upon completion of
final build, the parts are moved to Powder recovery system (PRS) for the removal of semi-
sintered and excess powder attached to the build part. The blasted powder is filtered using
sewing machines and recycled for the next job.

The time taken to remove the semi-sintered powder from the implant without support
is approximately 5 min, whereas it is around 10 min for the implant with supports. This
may be due to the presence of semi-sintered powder around the supports, which is difficult
to blast. The blasted implant (with supports) is then subjected to post processing where
the support structures are manually removed using pliers as shown in Figure 7a. Even
after supports removal, support protrusions could still be noticed on the cranial implant as
illustrated in Figure 7b,c. The time taken to remove the supports, including the cleaning of
surface protrusion using sandpaper, is almost 100 to 110 min. The post-processed cranial
implant is fixed onto the polymer skull model for fitting evaluation as demonstrated in
Figure 7d.

Finally, the cost analysis and fitting evaluation of the two implants are carried out to
investigate the implications of support structures.
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Figure 6. The EBM produced customized cranial implant without supports (a–c) and implant with support structures (d–f).

Figure 7. (a) Removal of support structures using pliers, (b,c) illustration of protrusion onto the
surface of the cranial implant after the removal of supports, and (d) implant fitted onto the polymer
skull model.

2.4. Evaluation

The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis is conducted in order to study the
powder size morphology. Figure 8 shows the SEM images of Ti-6Al-4V powder: (a) Low
magnification showing the population of particle sizes and (b) high magnification is of an
individual powder. This analysis confirms that the formation of the powder particles is
primarily spherical in shape with slight variation in the geometry.
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Figure 8. (a) SEM image of Ti-6Al-4V powder particles of different sizes and (b) an individual
particle.

A fine powder particle of 50–100 µm is used in the EBM process. The EBM build
platform and its sintering kinetics between the powder particles are influenced by the
size and shape of the powder. Thus, a laser diffraction analysis as shown in Figure 9 is
performed to measure and confirm the geometrical dimension of the feedstock powder.

Figure 9. Laser diffraction technique used to study the powder size distribution.

The chemical composition of Ti6Al4V ELI as revealed in Figure 10 is 6.04% Aluminum
(Al), 4.05% Vanadium (V), 0.013% Carbon (C), 0.0107% Iron (Fe), and 0.13% Oxygen (O),
with the remaining constituent as Titanium (Ti) in weight percent. Based on the results, the
chemical composition of the EBM build part of Ti6Al4V ELI material do not diverge much
from the initial powder feedstock.

2.4.1. Implant Cost and Time Analysis

Reliable cost estimation of AM parts is of utmost importance, especially in the medical
industry because of the high investment costs related to the product development phases.
Moreover, the wrong estimates result in expensive consequences and may result in the
production loss. Previous researchers have investigated and developed numerous models
for the calculation of AM cost. For example, Ruffo et al. [34] performed a comprehensive
cost model study of direct and indirect cost for AM, in which material related cost was
considered as a direct cost and the fabrication cost, machine and administration cost were
counted as an indirect cost. Similarly, Hopkins and Dickens [35] proposed a comparative
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cost analysis study of three AM processes involving Stereolithography, fused deposition
modeling and laser sintering with injection molding. Syam et al. [36] also performed
the EBM cost analysis and proved that EBM cost was significantly dependent on the
number of units produced in a single fabrication cycle when compared to traditional
manufacturing. Lindermann et al. [37] in his study developed a methodology that helped
to better understand and analyze the largest cost drivers in the fabrication of metal AM
products. Baumers et al. [38] also performed a comparative metal AM study of EBM and
selective laser melting based on their cost performance. It is quiet noticeable that previous
research done in the AM cost model, mainly focused on the cost structure of the AM
product and few on the comparative studies with conventional machining, but there is
hardly any study that has considered AM support structures.

Figure 10. Chemical composition of Ti6Al4V powder used in the implant fabrication.

Henceforth, an inclusive cost and time model developed by Priarone et al. [39] is
adopted in this study to investigate the economics of EBM fabricated cranial implants (with
supports and without supports). The main driving factors considered in this study are the
material consumption, build time and the total cost involved in building the implants. The
implemented cost model to estimate the building cost (CBuild) involves the material cost as
well as the energy consumption cost as presented in Equation (1). As shown in Equation
(2), the material cost is made up of the price and the consumption of material for each
build whereas the energy consumption cost is associated with the cost of running the EBM
machine while fabricating cranial implant. Other cost factors such as EBM ownership cost
and EBM maintenance cost are not considered, as they remain constant for both cranial
implants with and without supports.

CBuild = Material cost + Energy consumption cost (1)

CBuild = [(MConsumption × CRaw) + (TFabrication × EBuild × PEnergy)] (2)

where,
TFabrication: EBM implant fabrication time.
MConsumption: Material consumption for the cranial implant in grams.
CRaw: Cost of the raw material (Ti6Al4V ELI) measured in $/gram.
EBuild: Energy consumption for the fabrication of cranial implant.
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PEnergy: Price of energy consumption (Electricity cost for EBM process), measured in
$/KWh.
BHours: Build time for the fabrication of cranial implant measured in hh:mm and simplified
to hours for multiplication.
PPTime: Time taken for post-processing the cranial implant in hh:mm and simplified to
hours for multiplication.

TAnalysis = [ TFabrication + PPTime ] (3)

Time Analysis (TAnalysis) for the fabrication of cranial implant with and without sup-
ports includes the time taken to build the cranial implant as well as the post-processing time
as explained in Equation (3). The post processing time involves the time taken to remove
the semi-sintered powder attached to the implant after build and the removal of supports.
Moreover, the weights (in grams) required for the cost model are obtained through the
weighing scale (Ohaus Corporation, Parsippany, NJ, USA) as shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Weighing scale reading of cranial implants (a) with supports and (b) without supports.

2.4.2. Accuracy Analysis

The two cranial implants which include the implant manufactured without supports
and the implant produced with supports are also inspected for precise fitting. The accuracy
assessment is carried out to estimate the gap between the implant and the skull as well as
to gauge the consistency of the aesthetics and the external profile of the revived cranium.

In the application of AM technology, model accuracy has a significant impact on
surgical planning [40]. Higher accuracy in implant fitting is very important from a medical
standpoint, particularly in large cranial defects. Elkatatny and Eldabaa [41] reported
that a large proportion of their tumor patients or post-traumatic patients with minor
mutilating defects required surgery to improve their aesthetics or cosmetic appearance
in addition to providing cerebral protection. If the implant is correctly fitted on the skull,
it will have a pleasant cosmetic appearance and the patient will not need to undergo
re-surgery. According to Hohne et al. [42], good biocompatibility, adequate defect closure
with the precise fitting of the implant reconstruction to the osseous rims, and particularly
a pleasing cosmetic outcome are all important elements in cranioplasty. The patient is
exposed to all of the risks associated with the repeated surgical operation, including
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those associated with anesthesia [43]. An accurately fabricated implant, according to Toth
et al. [44], fits into the defect properly and reduces the likelihood of subsequent movement,
dislodgement, and extrusion. Numerous instances of titanium cranioplasty were examined,
and it was discovered that the majority of the ill-fitting or aesthetically poor implants
resulted in increased intraoperative time and asymmetrical reconstruction [45–47]. The
implant possessing an exact match to the patient’s cranial defect leads to a very symmetric
skull profile and the implant lies passively on the body surface all around the defect. By
ensuring a precise fit of the AM-produced implant, Maravelakis et al. [48] reduced roughly
30% of the overall operation time, thus minimizing intraoperative manipulations to achieve
implant fixation.

Figure 12 illustrates the procedure employed to compute the 3D deviation. In this
analysis, the defect or tumor is purposely produced in the normal skull and then the
healthier right half is replicated on the left faulty portion. The unreal defect is incorporated
so that we have the patient’s real skull as a guide for comparison thereafter. In the case of
the genuine defect, it is not feasible to get a patient’s scan (and hence the actual reference)
when he/she was healthy. The mirrored model is therefore treated as the reference model
in most instances [49]. The utilization of the mirrored model as a reference is not a very
reliable approach as it does not incorporate the mirroring bias. In this work, the defect
is therefore assumed in the healthier patient to accurately measure the possible error
produced in the customized implants. First, the mirrored model is evaluated with the
healthy skull of the patient and the overall variance (in the outer direction) is measured.
This characterizes the error of mirroring. Next the mirrored model is assessed relative to
the virtual cranial implant (because the mirrored model is used as a template to create
the implant). This measures the design error of the virtual implant. Finally, the fabricated
implants (with and without supports) are examined relative to virtual implants. This gives
us the fabrication error. The overall difference in the produced implants can therefore be
determined by summing up mirroring, design and manufacturing errors, as shown in
Figure 12. In this analysis, d2 symbolizes the manufacturing error of the cranial implant
with support, while d2′ denotes the fabrication error of the cranial implant without support.
The d3 is the cumulative error (or the fitting accuracy) of the cranial implant with supports
and the d4 implies the total error of the implant without supports.

Figure 12. Process flow to assess the accuracy of the cranial implant fitting.
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As shown in Figure 13, the outer surfaces of the fabricated implants are digitized
using a laser line scanner mounted on the FARO platinum arm (FARO, Lake Mary, FL,
USA). The FARO arm (with laser scanner) is preferred due to its availability, a reasonable
precision of 20 µm and the ability to acquire a large number of points in short time.

Figure 13. Set up to capture point cloud data for the fabricated models.

The 3D data captured by the FARO scanner is a point cloud that is transformed into
triangulation model and then saved in STL after post-processing, using a reverse engineer-
ing program (Geomagics Studio 2014, 3D System, Valencia, CA, USA). The “Alignment”
feature of the 3D evaluation software (Geomagics Control 2014, 3D System, Valencia, CA,
USA) is used with each implant model to superimpose the two datasets (test and reference).
In this study, the acquired dataset (of the fabricated implants) is specified as the test model,
while the reference is assigned to the virtual (or designed) implant. In Geomagics Control
software, the “deviation analysis” algorithm is implemented to conduct a 3D comparison
between the reference and test models. To demonstrate the variations in the test models,
a graphic of color scales is generated. The results are determined on the basis of almost
100,000 points on the 3D scanned model. The “average error” between each pair, described
as the average of all the distances between the closest point pairs on the reference and the
test model, is estimated. The closest point pairs are searched and matched automatically
by the software algorithm.

3. Results and Discussion

The cost and time analysis results are illustrated in Tables 1 and 2 respectively. Figure 14a
indicates, that the material consumption decreases significantly by 47% from 125.92 g to
66.75 g in the case of the implant without supports. Thus, the material consumed in the
manufacture of cranial implants with supports is almost double that of the cranial implant
without supports. The higher material consumption in turn raises the final cost of the
cranial implant with support in comparison to the implant without supports. The cranial
implant without supports costs roughly $21 in comparison to $34 for the implant with
supports, thereby resulting in a 39% reduction in overall cost (Figure 14b).
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Table 1. Cost estimation for the EBM build cranial implants.

Influencing Factors Description Values Estimation

Material consumption (grams)
MConsumption

Weight of implant with
supports 114.47 g

Weight of Implant without
supports 60.69 g

Material wastage including
support structures [50] 10% of built mass

Mconsumption (Material
consumed for cranial implant

with supports)
125.91 g

Total mass of EBM built implant =
(Implant mass + 10% material

wastage of built mass) =
114.47 + 11.44

Mconsumption (Material
consumed for cranial implant

without supports)
66.75 g 60.69 + 6.06

Material cost (per gram) CRaw (Ti6Al4V ELI cost price) $0.22/g =$220/kg

(Mconsumption × CRaw) Supports Implant with supports $27.70 (125.91 g × $0.22/g)

((Mconsumption × CRaw) Without
supports Implant without supports $14.68 (66.75 g × $0.22/g)

TFabrication (cranial implants
with supports)

Time to obtain desired
vacuum level 0:3 hh:mm

Time to heat start plate 0:45 hh:mm

EBM cool down time 4:00 hh:mm

Build time for cranial implant
with supports 5:39 hh:mm

TFabrication
Time for completion of cranial

build with supports
10.9 h

Time for desired vacuum level +
heating start plate + EBM cool
down time + part build time

(0:30 + 0:45 + 4:00 + 5:39) = 10:54
hh:mm = 10.9 h

TFabrication (cranial implants
without supports)

Build time for cranial implant
without supports 5.11 hh:mm

TFabrication
Time for completion of cranial

build without supports
10.43 h

Time for desired vacuum level +
heating start plate + EBM cool
down time + part build time

(0:30 + 0:45 + 4:00 + 5:11) = 10:26
hh:mm = 10.43 h

TFabrication (with supports) Implant with support 10.90 h

TFabrication (without supports) Implant without support 10.43 h

EBM energy consumption (KW)
for Implant fabrication

EBuild

EBM Power supply 7 KW [51]

EBM Electricity cost (Per hour)
PEnergy

PEnergy (EBM energy
consumption cost) $0.085/KWh

Electricity tariff = SAR
0.32/KWh(https://www.se.com.

sa/en-us/customers/Pages/
TariffRates.aspx (accessed on 18

August 2020))
Conversion of SAR to $ =

$0.085/KWh

https://www.se.com.sa/en-us/customers/Pages/TariffRates.aspx
https://www.se.com.sa/en-us/customers/Pages/TariffRates.aspx
https://www.se.com.sa/en-us/customers/Pages/TariffRates.aspx
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Table 1. Cont.

Influencing Factors Description Values Estimation

EBuild × TFabrication (with
supports) × PEnergy

Cranial implant with supports $6.48

=(EBM power consumption x
EBM build time for cranial

implant with supports x EBM
energy consumption cost) = 7 KW
× 10.9 hours’ × $0.085/KWh

EBuild × T
Fabrication

(without supports) × PEnergy

Cranial implant without
supports $6.20 =7 KW × 10.43 h × $0.085/KWh

Total Cost for building implant
Implant with supports $34.18

(material cost + Energy
consumption cost) =

$27.70 + $6.48

Implant without support $20.88 =$14.68 + $6.20

Percentage Difference in cost 39% =(13.3/34.18) × 100

Table 2. Time analysis for fabrication of cranial implant with and without supports.

Factors Description Values Estimation

Build Time (Hours)

BHours (Build Hours for
Cranial Implant with

Supports)
10:54 hh:mm

Time Taken for the Fabrication of
Cranial Implant with Supports- (0:3 +

0:45 + 4:00 + 5:39) = 10:54 hh:mm

BHours (Build Hours for
Cranial Implant without

Supports)
10:26 hh:mm =(0:3 + 0:45 + 4:00 + 5:11)

=10:26 hh:mm

EBM Post-Processing Time
(Hours)
PPTime

Post processing time for
implant with supports 1:55 hh:mm

Post processing time includes the
removal of supports + removal of

semi-centered powder
(1:45 + 0:10) hh:mm

Post processing time for
implant without supports 0:05 hh:mm Removal of semi-centered powder.

Total Build time for Cranial
implant

Total build time for cranial
implant with support after

post-processing
12:49 hh:mm

Total Build time = (fabrication time +
post-processing time)
(10:54 + 1:55) hh:mm

=12:49 hh:mm = 12.81 h

Total build time for cranial
implant without support after

post-processing
10:31 hh:mm (10:26 + 0:05) hh:mm

Percentage difference in build
time 18%

=(12:49–10:31)
=2:18 hh:mm (2.30 h)
=(2.30/12.81) × 100

As indicated in Table 2, the cranial implant with support structures take approximately
10 min for sandblasting the semi-sintered powder and 1 h 45 min for the support’s removal.
Removing support structures is a tedious and time-consuming process and additional
precautions should be taken to prevent implant damage. The time taken for post-processing
of unsupported cranial implant is just 5 min, which is the removal of semi-sintered powder.
The difference in time between the implant with and without supports in the removal of
semi-sintered powder is primarily due to the extra time required to remove the concealed
powder within the supports. The building time for implants without supports is 18%
shorter than for implants with supports (Figure 14c).
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Figure 14. Comparative analysis of cranial implants with and without supports (a) material consumption; (b) total cost; and
(c) total build time.

It is apparent from the cost and time analysis that, if the support structures are not
used, a considerable amount of time and cost could be saved. The user often implements
support mechanisms due to normal protocol, or default settings. Certainly, there is always
the likelihood that some sections can be constructed effectively in EBM without the sup-
ports. The current investigation, for instance, has demonstrated that the cranial implant is
successfully built without support structures. Significant costs, time, and effort needed to
withdraw supports (during post-processing) are saved. There are, however, many com-
ponents that cannot be fabricated without supports, either because of their complexity,
size, or shape. In these cases, users must at least try to reduce support by defining the
critical support locations or through applying various types of support design. There is
always a risk that due to the lack of support, the fitting accuracy of the implant could be
compromised. Henceforth, a detailed fitting accuracy analysis for the two implants is also
carried out in this investigation.

Table 3 presents the findings of 3D deviation analysis (d0, d1, d2, d2’, d3, and d4) in
terms of average deviations. The visual deviation is also shown in Figure 15, including a
color-coded map to display the variations between each test model and the reference. It is
noted that the greener the color, the nearer the reference model is to it.

Table 3. Outcome of 3D deviation analysis.

Models Combination Notations Deviation (mm)

Original (Reference) and Mirroring (Test) d0 0.1458

Mirroring (Reference) and Virtual Implant (Test) d1 0.0182

Virtual Implant (Reference) and Fabricated
Implant with Supports (Test)

d2 0.0904

d3 0.2544

Virtual Implant (Reference) and Fabricated
Implant without Supports (Test)

d2′ 0.0973

d4 0.2613
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Figure 15. Graphical display of 3D deviation analysis.

The specimens display similar variations from the reference, according to Figure 15,
and the implant with support presents a slightly better result, with a lower variance from
the reference. The divergence is, however, negligible between implants with support and
without support. This is a difference of less than 3%, which is quite marginal. The average
cumulative implant error (without support) with respect to the original skull of the patient
is 0.2613 mm, whereas that with support is 0.2544 mm.

4. Conclusions

This has been a recognized fact that conventional cranial reconstruction techniques
are ineffective because they cannot handle customization effectively. Therefore, the EBM is
progressively being employed in the domain of implant reconstruction due to its efficacy
and performance. Nevertheless, the manufacture of EBM entails higher costs and greater
production time, which makes it expensive for the general populace. It can be stated
from the cost analysis that the material cost and the machine running cost are the one
that contributes substantially to the total implant cost. It has also been noted that a
larger amount of material used as supports results in higher production time, making the
manufacture of implants using EBM very costly. In addition, the EBM produced implant
without supports must be examined for fitting accuracy to preserve the outer appearance
and attain the desired aesthetics. The cost analysis illustrates significant improvements
for non-support cranial implants as they cost 39% less than the implant with supports.
Likewise, the implant’s production time (without support) is found to be 18% shorter than
its equivalent implant with supports. The two implants also display similar fitting accuracy
with 0.2613 mm error in the instance of implant fabricated without supports and 0.2544 mm
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for the implant with supports. The study thus found that the cranial implants can be
manufactured without EBM supports, which can dramatically reduce both manufacturing
time and cost expenses. However, more study is needed to produce other complex implants
in the absence of supports. The future research also aims to include a thorough examination
of the mechanical and structural aspects of cranial implants without supports.
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